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Abstract. Robustness is a fundamental property of machine learn-
ing classifiers to achieve safety and reliability. In the fields of adver-
sarial robustness and formal robustness verification of image classi-
fication models, robustness is commonly defined as the stability to
all input variations within an Lp-norm distance. However, robust-
ness to random corruptions is usually improved and evaluated us-
ing variations observed in the real-world, while mathematically de-
fined Lp-norm corruptions are rarely considered. This study investi-
gates the use of random Lp-norm corruptions to augment the train-
ing and test data of image classifiers. We adapt an approach from
the field of adversarial robustness to assess the model robustness
to imperceptible random corruptions. We empirically and theoreti-
cally investigate whether robustness is transferable across different
Lp-norms and derive conclusions on which Lp-norm corruptions a
model should be trained and evaluated on. We find that training data
augmentation with L0-norm corruptions improves corruption robust-
ness while maintaining accuracy compared to standard training and
when applied on top of selected state-of-the-art data augmentation
techniques.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art computer vision models achieve human-level perfor-
mance in various tasks, such as image classification [18]. This makes
them potential candidates for safety-critical applications, such as in
industrial environments. However, they can be easily fooled by small
changes in the input data. This affects their dependability and limits
trust in their ability to perform highly safety-critical tasks [3]. For
classification models in particular, robustness is therefore considered
a fundamental pillar of AI trustworthiness and has attracted consid-
erable research interest in recent years.

A classifier g is locally robust at a data point x within a distance
ε > 0, if g(x) = g(x′) holds for all perturbed points x′ that satisfy

dist(x− x′) ≤ ε (1)

with x′ close to x according to a predefined distance measure [3].
In the fields of adversarial attack and defence [3] as well as for-

mal robustness verification [20], this distance measure is commonly
defined mathematically by a Lp-norm distance:

||x− x′||p = (
∑d

i=1
|xi − x′i|p)1/p (2)

∗ Corresponding Author. Email: siedel.georg@baua.bund.de.

with d being the dimensionality of the data and p > 0 [34, 35].
The adversarial attack domain aims at finding worst-case, lowest-

distance counterexamples for robustness, while the formal robustness
verification domain tries to provide a sound mathematical proof of
robustness for any perturbed and possibly worst-case input.

However, the vulnerability of vision models to small changes in
input data is not only true for worst-case adversarial data manip-
ulations, but also for randomly corrupted input data [8]. Accord-
ingly, corruption robustness aims to achieve models that perform
similarly well on data corrupted with a statistical distribution. Ad-
versarial robustness and corruption robustness1 need to be clearly
distinguished: Existing research suggests that training for these two
robustness goals has different effects on the model behaviour and
can be useful in different ways depending on the model application
[30, 23]. Also, adversarial robustness and corruption robustness do
not necessarily transfer to each other, and adversarial robustness is
harder to achieve in high-dimensional input space [10, 12].

1.1 Motivation

As described above, worst-case robustness methods, such as adver-
sarial attacks and formal robustness verification, often adapt the ro-
bustness definition based on Lp-norm distance in Equation(2). Ac-
cordingly, there exists a common set of Lp-norms, as well as a set of
maximum distances ε for each norm, which are applied for robust-
ness evaluation on the most popular image classification benchmarks.
L∞, L2, L1 and L0 distances are the chosen Lp-norms [3, 20]. For
the benchmark datasets CIFAR-10 or SVHN for example, ε = 8/255
is commonly used as the L∞ maximum distance [35].

In contrast, in the field of corruption robustness, robustness is com-
monly assessed by testing artificial, but physically justifiable and em-
pirically observed data faults originating from camera, hardware, or
environment [14]. Such data faults may occur in the real world with
measurable probability2. By including them in testing, such scenarios
can be assured and the system can be adapted to the actual applica-
tion. In this sense, such real-world corruptions are related to mea-
suring performance under distribution shift to ensure generalization
[13]. They are also relevant to risk assessment and safety, as there
exists a measurable real-world probability to the risk of such corrup-
tions.

1 Also called statistical robustness
2 Hence, we name them "real-world corruptions" in this paper, even though

such faults are mostly artificially created in testing
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On the other hand, the definition and testing of robustness using
Lp-norm distances (see Equation(2)) is much less adopted in the field
of corruption robustness. We present three arguments to motivate our
investigation of Lp-norm distance corruptions also in the field of cor-
ruption robustness.

First, the small amount of research on random Lp-norm corrup-
tions shows significant negative impact on model performance even
for small corruptions [30, 27]. In comparison, the adversarial robust-
ness domain is crucially motivated by the sheer finding that image
classifier performance is massively degraded on adversarial exam-
ples and in particular, that the corresponding Lp-norm corruptions
sufficient for this effect are small or even imperceptible [3, 37, 22].
Even though the negative impact of random corruptions is lower
compared to adversarial attacks, we propose to adapt this motivation
and push corruption robustness to small or imperceptible Lp-norm
distance corruptions. From our point of view, a classifier should gen-
eralize in line with human perception, regardless of whether the ma-
nipulations are worst-case or random.

Second, corruption robustness is only partially transferable across
different corruption types (see Section 2). Therefore, an extensive
evaluation of training and testing with random Lp-norm corruptions
seems reasonable to improve the understanding of the transferability
of corruption robustness.

Third, Lp-norm spheres in high dimensional input space are no-
toriously hard to understand in terms of what input space they cover
and how they overlap. Table 1 illustrates how different the volumes
of an L2-norm sphere are from an L∞-norm sphere and an L1-norm
sphere as the dimensions increase.

Table 1. Illustration of the volume factors between L∞-norm sphere and
L2-norm sphere as well as L2-norm sphere and L1-norm sphere of the same
ε in d-dimensional space

d p = [∞, 2] p = [2, 1]

3 1.9 3.1
5 19.7 6.1
10 9037 401.5
20 6 ∗ 1010 4 ∗ 107

For the CIFAR-10 image dataset, which features 32∗32∗3 = 3072
dimensions, it is therefore evident why typical ε-values for robust-
ness tests differ massively between, for example, L∞-norm (ε =
8/255 = 0.031) and L2-norm (ε = 0.5) [5, 4, 35]. Tests from dif-
ferent Lp-norm spheres can cover very different volumes and may
therefore be interesting from a test coverage perspective. Comparing
the overlapping volumes covered by different Lp-norm spheres can
also provide insight into whether it makes sense to test on samples
from various Lp-norm spheres at the same time.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we investigate the corruption robustness of image clas-
sifiers to randomLp-norm corruptions on the CIFAR-10 dataset [17].
We present results from training and test time data augmentations.3

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose random quasi-imperceptible corruptions from differ-
ent Lp-norm distances and demonstrate a significant performance

3 Code available at https://github.com/Georgsiedel/Lp-norm-corruption-
robustness

degradation when applying such corruptions at test time. We pro-
pose to compute a robustness metric based on imperceptible cor-
ruptions.

• We present evidence for an effective, previously little noticed
training data augmentation strategy that improves robustness and
maintains accuracy.

• We visualize and discuss the transferability of robustness across
different Lp-norm corruptions. We also investigate the transfer-
ability of robustness between Lp-norm and real-world corrup-
tions.

• We present insight into the volume overlap of different Lp-norm
spheres and discuss the usefulness of testing with different Lp-
norm corruptions from a test coverage perspective.

In Section 2, we summarize related work relevant to our contribu-
tions. In Section 3, we describe the sampling algorithm, robustness
metrics and training setup required to perform the experiment. The
results are presented and discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

2 Related Work
As described above, Lp-norm distances are used to define worst-case
robustness. They are also used in the literature to quantify proper-
ties of image data, which in turn are used as distances for robust-
ness evaluation. One such property is the imperceptibility threshold
of image manipulations, which has been a common reference point
for previous work in the field of adversarial robustness.Specifically,
L∞ manipulations of ε = 8/255 = 0.031 are often used in con-
junction with the imperceptibility threshold [37, 22]. However, a jus-
tification of this imperceptibility threshold is loose and subjective.
Researchers have therefore called for further research into "distance
metrics closer to human perception" [16]. Other authors propose sim-
ilarity measures for images that are more advanced than Lp-norm
distances and more aligned with human perception [32, 31]. To the
best of our knowledge, these measures have not yet been imple-
mented as distance measures for robustness evaluation of perception
models.

Another property of image data quantified by Lp-norm distances
in the context of robustness is the average separation of classes in a
dataset. This property is used by Fawzi et al. [11] in order to obtain a
comparable baseline distance for robustness testing. Similarly, Yang
et al. [35] measure the minimum class separation on typical image
data benchmarks using L∞-distances, and conclude that there may
theoretically exist a class separating classifier that is perfectly robust
with respect to this distance. Based on this idea, some authors have
proposed a reliability estimation approach in [9] and have tested on
random L∞-corruptions with minimal class separation distance in
order to obtain an interpretable robustness metric [27].

Wang et al. investigate testing and training on data corrupted by a
few random L∞ corruptions [30]. Overall, little research has been
directed at evaluating robustness against various statistically dis-
tributed Lp norm corruptions.

However, it should be emphasized that several of the most com-
mon real-world corruptions used for testing and training corruption
robustness in the image domain are related to Lp-norm corruptions.
Gaussian noise shares similarities with L2-norm corruptions [4]. Im-
pulse Noise or Salt-and-Pepper Noise are similar to L0-norm corrup-
tions. Applying brightness or darkness to an image is a non-random
L∞ corruption that applies the same color change to every pixel.

In comparison to Lp-norm corruptions, there exists plenty of re-
search on using real-world corruptions to evaluate corruption ro-
bustness, most notably the popular benchmark by Hendrycks et al.

https://github.com/Georgsiedel/Lp-norm-corruption-robustness
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[14]. Real-world corruptions and geometric transformations of im-
ages are also used for data augmentation in the training phase in or-
der to obtain better generalizing or more robust classifiers [26]. Some
training-phase augmentation approaches explicitly only target and
evaluate only accuracy and not robustness [6, 24]. A few approaches
use only geometric transformations, such as cuts, translations and ro-
tations, as corruptions to improve overall robustness [36, 15]. Others
use random noise types that are related to Lp-norm corruptions such
as Gaussian and Impulse noise, targeting both accuracy and robust-
ness [21, 7]. Recent efforts suggest that simple random augmentation
strategies can be more effective even compared to more sophisticated
augmentation strategies [24].

Although accuracy and robustness have long been considered as
an inherent trade-off [29, 37], several data augmentation methods
manage to increase corruption robustness along with accuracy [15,
21]. Some data augmentation methods leverage random corruptions
to implicitly or explicitly improve or give guarantees for adversarial
robustness [4, 33, 19, 36].

When models are trained to become more robust, the resulting ro-
bustness is typically specific to the type of corruption or attack. Only
to a limited extent are adversarial or corruption robustness transfer-
able to each other [10, 11, 25], across different Lp-norm adversarial
attacks and attack strengths [2], or across real-world corruption types
[14, 12].

The limited transferability of robustness motivates our investiga-
tion in transferability between Lp-norm and real-world corruptions
as well as across random Lp-norm corruptions. The effectiveness of
simple augmentation procedures [24] further encourages our inves-
tigation of finding such training time Lp-norm corruptions that im-
prove corruption robustness and accuracy.

3 Preliminaries
3.1 Sampling algorithm

In order to experiment with images with random corruptions uni-
formly distributed within a Lp-norm sphere, a suitable sampling al-
gorithm that scales to high-dimensional space is required. We modify
the approach of [1] to obtain a sampling algorithm that returns a cor-
rupted image Ic for any norms 0 < p < ∞ with maximum distance
ε for a given clean image I of any dimension d:

1. Generate d random scalars xi as components of an I-shape vector
x, each drawn from a Laplace-distribution with scale parameter
1/p.

2. Generate scalar r = w1/d with w being a random scalar drawn
from a uniform distribution of interval [0, 1].

3. Generate n = (
∑d

i=1
|xi|p)1/p to norm the sphere.

4. Return Ic = I + (ε ∗ r ∗ x/n)

r is a density factor along the radius, which allows to vary the
the density distribution of the data points sampled within the norm
sphere. The density factor can be set to r = 1 to sample with maxi-
mum corruption on the hull of the sphere instead of uniformly inside.
Figure 1 visualizes 1000 samples drawn from different Lp-norms
in 2D space using the proposed algorithm to demonstrate its ability
to sample uniformly both inside as well as on the hull of the norm
sphere.

3.2 Robustness Metrics

We use three corruption robustness metrics to assess the robustness
of all our trained models.

0.0 0.5 1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0
L0.5 max distance

0.0 0.5 1.0

L1 uniform

0.0 0.5 1.0

L2 uniform

0.0 0.5 1.0

L10 max distance

Figure 1. 2D samples drawn with proposed algorithm on the hull of a L0.5

and a L10 norm sphere (left and right) and uniformly from within a L1 and a
L2 norm sphere (middle), all with ε = 1.

Table 2. Sets of random Lp-norm corruptions for calculatingmCELp and
iCE metrics at test time. For all L0 corruptions, ε denotes the ratio of ma-
nipulated image dimensions, not the absolute number. The first three lines
describe possible variants to implement L0 corruptions: 0S/P sets a whole
pixel to 0 or 1, 0m sets one color channel to 0 or 1 and 0lin sets a color
channel to a random value between 0 and 1.

mCELp iCE

p ε

0S/P [0.01, 0.02]
0m [0.01, 0.02, 0.04]
0lin [0.02, 0.03, 0.06]
0.5 [100000, 200000, 500000] 50000
1 [40, 80, 200] 25
2 [1, 2, 4] 0.5
5 [0.2, 0.4, 1]
10 [0.15, 0.3, 0.7] 0.06
50 [0.1, 0.2, 0.5] 0.05

200 [0.1, 0.2, 0.5]
∞ [0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1] 0.01

First, we compute themCE (mean Corruption Error) metric using
the well-known corruption benchmark by [14]. As it is described as a
possibility in the publication, we use a 100% error rate as a baseline.
Accordingly, mCE corresponds to the average error rates E across
test sets with 19 different corruptions c and 5 corruption severities s
each:

mCE = (
∑5

s=1

∑19

c=1
Es,c)/(5 ∗ 19) (3)

Second, we introduce a similar robustness metric mCELp, which
is calculated from the average of error rates on a set of 33 Lp-norm
corruptions. The different corruptions, as shown in Table 2, were em-
pirically selected to cover different norms p and distances ε.

As motivated before, achieving robustness on a set of impercepti-
ble random corruptions can be seen as a minimal requirement for the
generalization ability of a classifier. As a third metric, we propose an
corresponding robustness metric, which we call iCE for "impercep-
tible Corruption Error", defined as

iCE = (
∑n

i=1
Ei − Eclean)/(n ∗ Eclean) (4)

where n is the number of different imperceptible corruptions. Since
we consider performance degradation for imperceptible corruptions
particularly undesirable, we choose a metric measured relative to the
clean error rateEclean, as found in Hendrycks et al. [14], to better il-
lustrate relative performance degradation. Specifically for our study,
we chose n = 6 Lp-norm distances, which are also shown in Table
2. We made the choices for selected Lp and ε values based on our
subjective observations of imperceptibility of corruptions on several
randomly sampled maximally corrupted CIFAR-10 images. Figure
2 visualizes 3 such corruptions compared to the original image. It



Original Image L1 epsilon = 25 L2 epsilon = 0.5 Linf epsilon = 0.01

Figure 2. Examples from the chosen set of imperceptible corruptions

should be emphasized that this selection is highly experimental, sub-
jective and probably not generalisable to different image datasets,
dimensions or even observers. However, it is a first attempt to go be-
yond an arbitrary corruption severity and exploit corruptions related
to human perceptual limitations. Future work should further inves-
tigate advanced distance and similarity measures more aligned with
the human perception limits and develop sets of imperceptible cor-
ruptions to compute iCE for various applications.

We also report the clean error rateEclean. For all reported metrics,
low numbers indicate a better performance.

3.3 Training Setup

All experiments are performed on the CIFAR-10 classification
dataset. We train a WRN-28-10 model with SGD optimizer, 0.3
dropout rate, batch size 32 and 100 epochs with a 3-step decreas-
ing learning rate. The training data is always augmented with ran-
dom horizontal flips and random crops with 4px padding. 5 runs are
performed for every experiment and 95%-confidence intervals are
reported to account for the stochastic nature of the training and data
augmentation process.

Our goal for model training is to gain insight into whether it
is beneficial to add pixel-wise Lp-norm corruptions to the poten-
tial data augmentation space with respect to the corruption ro-
bustness metrics described above. Therefore, training is performed
with a broad set of Lp-norm corruptions of different ε values.
L0m , L0lin, L0.5, L1, L2, L50 and L∞ norms are used, with one
separate corruption applied over the entire dataset. L1(40) denotes
a model trained exclusively on data augmented with L1 corruptions
with ε = 40.

In addition, we test combinations of training time corruptions
by randomly combining multiple augmentations over the train-
ing process, as well as applying multiple corruptions sequen-
tially to a single image. An overview of the corruptions used
for the three models with combined corruptions can be found
in Table 3. For the model denoted C1C1, 1 of 4 corruptions
L0m(0.01), L0lin(0.03), L2(1), L∞(0.02) is randomly chosen for
every training image. For C1C2, 2 of the same 4 random corruptions
are randomly chosen and applied in sequence to each training im-
age. With C2C1, we test the approach of training on a wide range of
corruptions, inspired by the work of Müller et al. [24]. 1 out of 18Lp-
norm corruptions4 is randomly chosen for each image. Additionally,
all described training procedures are compared and combined with
the 3 state-of-the-art data augmentation strategies TrivialAugment
(TA), RandAugment (RA) and AugMix (AM) [24, 6, 15] (see lower
part of Table 4). TA+C1C2 denotes a model where the TA procedure
is combined with the C1C2 augmentation sequence on each image,
indicating a total of 3 sequential transformations on each training
image, 1 originating from TA and 2 from the C1C2 procedure.

4 The range of values can be found in the config-file on Github

Table 3. Sets of random Lp-norm corruptions for training the models
C1C1, C1C2 and C2C1. For C2C1, the imperceptible corruptions from shown
in Table 2 were used among other selected values

C1C1/C1C2 C2C1

p ε

0m [0.01] [0.01, 0.02]
0lin [0.03] [0.02, 0.03, 0.06]
0.5 [50000, 100000]
1 [25, 40]
2 [1] [0.5, 1]
5 [0.2]
10 [0.06, 0.15]
50 [0.05, 0.1]
∞ [0.02] [0.01, 0.02]

4 Results
Table 4 illustrates the performance of the described training strate-
gies with respect to the described error metrics. From the last col-
umn, it can be observed that all models that are not trained on any
Lp-norm corruptions besides L0, are prone to imperceptible random
corruptions as represented by the iCE metric. iCE values and thus a
relative error rate increase of up to 10% can be observed for standard
training as well as for state-of-the-art RA and TA training.

Training with individual Lp-norm corruptions, shown in the upper
part of the table, improves all 3 robustness metrics mCE, mCELp

and iCE. mCELp is reduced more significantly than mCE, which
is not surprising considering that the model is trained on such Lp-
norm corruptions. For most individual corruptions, robustness is in-
creased at the expense of an increased clean error rate. However, L0-
norm data augmentation is an exception, maintaining or slightly im-
proving clean error rate. It also achieves even larger improvements on
mCE and mCELp values compared with other individual Lp-norm
corruptions. TheL0 training data augmentation therefore seems to be
a promising data augmentation approach, as it is the only Lp-norm
corruption that completely mitigates any trade-off between clean ac-
curacy and robustness.

The combination of multiple corruptions through the models
C1C1, C1C2 and C2C1 results in significantly improved mCE and
mCELp values. Compared with individual corruption training be-
sides L0-norm training, it is more effective in achieving higher ro-
bustness without sacrificing additional accuracy. Sequential applica-
tion of two corruptions to single images in C1C2 shifts the trade-
off between accuracy and robustness further towards the robustness
side, but does not yield improvements overall. Model C2C1 achieves
slightly higher accuracy and robustness than model C1C1. The accu-
racy of C2C1 matches the standard models accuracy while achieving
far better robustness.

The lower part of Table 4 illustrates the effectiveness of the state-
of-the-art data augmentation techniques RA, AM and TA. RA and
TA were been evaluated with respect to corruption robustness in the
original publications. We show that all three methods effectively im-
prove both clean accuracy and robustness, with TA being the most
effective technique with regards to accuracy improvement and AM
with regards to robustness improvement. Our results demonstrate that
TA and AM can be improved when combined with L0-norm corrup-
tion training on top. We find this combination yields significant addi-
tional improvements in mCE and mCELp values while maintain-
ing or slightly improving Eclean. Combining TA with C1C1, C1C2
or C2C1 leads to further robustness improvements at the expense



Table 4. Error metrics (along columns) for various training methods (along
rows). Best values in the table section are marked bold.

Model Eclean mCE mCELp iCE

Standard 5.27±0.11 27.60±1.04 30.58±1.17 8.87

L∞(0.02) 5.83±0.18 23.84±1.06 20.67±1.67 -0.02
L∞(0.03) 6.43±0.30 22.58±1.14 16.81±1.00 -0.04
L50(0.1) 5.47±0.22 23.86±1.32 21.17±1.44 0.70
L50(0.2) 6.54±0.24 20.56±1.10 12.14±1.06 0.51
L2(1) 5.68±0.13 24.94±1.34 21.77±1.36 0.36
L2(2) 7.05±0.14 21.83±0.76 13.01±0.91 -0.55
L1(40) 5.78±0.14 24.44±1.17 21.44±1.82 -0.19
L1(80) 6.91±0.14 21.66±1.15 13.15±0.92 -0.08
L0.5(100000) 5.82±0.16 24.03±1.06 20.11±1.43 -0.34
L0.5(200000) 7.15±0.25 21.79±0.94 12.85±0.46 -0.60
L0m (0.01) 5.19±0.15 22.52±1.67 16.55±2.33 3.37
L0m (0.02) 5.33±0.14 22.83±1.86 16.30±2.04 3.04
L0lin(0.02) 5.23±0.15 21.59±1.00 13.27±1.13 4.01
L0lin(0.03) 5.27±0.21 20.65±1.14 11.67±0.69 2.91
L0lin(0.06) 5.40±0.14 19.90±1.05 9.95±0.49 1.96
C1C1 5.43±0.17 19.35±0.97 10.23±0.94 0.61
C1C2 5.59±0.09 19.26±0.68 9.63±0.40 0.60
C2C1 5.27±0.22 18.56±0.94 9.18±0.88 1.65

RA 4.23±0.12 18.06±1.03 18.47±1.27 8.58
AM 4.53±0.15 14.39±0.94 14.35±0.93 4.90
AM+L0m (0.01) 4.54±0.15 12.64±0.75 10.18±1.27 4.14
TA 4.01±0.12 15.30±0.49 18.43±0.57 9.04
TA+L0m (0.01) 3.91±0.10 12.79±0.68 12.52±0.86 9.32
TA+C1C1 4.27±0.12 11.23±0.55 8.58±0.73 1.71
TA+C1C2 4.51±0.13 11.09±0.51 8.00±0.54 0.49
TA+C2C1 4.34±0.11 10.39±0.42 7.22±0.49 0.94

Standard

L2(1)

L50(0.1) L0m (0.01)

L0lin (0.03)

C1C1 
C1C2 RA

AM

AM+L0m (0.01)
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TA+L0m (0.01) TA+C2C1
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10

20

30
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Figure 3. Accuracy vs. corruption robustness plot for selected models.

of clean accuracy. Not all of the described improvements meet 95%
confidence intervals, but all claims are supported by the results of the
best of the 5 trained models.

Figure 3 visualizes both accuracy and robustness for selected mod-
els from Table 4. Models towards the bottom right corner are both
more accurate and more robust. The arrows illustrate how the mod-
els L0m(0.01), C2C1 and TA+L0m(0.01) in particular mitigate the
trade-off between accuracy and robustness compared to their base-
line model without Lp-norm corruption training.

Learning Curves Data augmentation with training time cor-
ruptions has an implicit regularizing effect on the training process, as
can be seen from the learning rate comparison in Figure 4. Compared

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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Standard Train
Standard Validation
C1C2 Train
C1C2 Validation
TA Train
TA Validation
TA+L0(0.01) Train
TA+L0(0.01) Validation

Figure 4. Training and validation learning curves of various models show
the slight regularizing effect of Lp-norm corruption augmentation on the
training process.

with standard training, the training curve is flattened with C1C2 cor-
ruptions. TA shows a strong regularization effect as the training ac-
curacy is lower than the (clean) validation accuracy throughout the
entire learning process. Additional L0-norm corruption training fur-
ther flattens the training accuracy curve of TA. The more regularized
the models, the longer their training and possibly validation accura-
cies increase over the epochs. This may imply a positive effect of a
longer training process on models trained with methods such as TA,
but also with Lp-norm corruptions. Additional tests of this implica-
tion will be performed with a more adaptive learning rate schedule.

Transferability of Robustness to Real-World Corruptions
From the full results featured in the Github repository, we derive
some insight on which training data augmentations lead to robust-
ness improvements on individual real-world corruptions represented
in the mCE-metric:

• Lp-norm corruption training mainly leads to improvement on
pixel-wise corruptions such as Gaussian, Impulse, Speckle and
Shot Noise as well as JPEG-compression and pixelation.

• Lp-norm corruption training also leads to no improvements or
even performance degradation on most types of blur, fog and con-
trast. This degradation is, on average, less significant for L0 train-
ing than for other Lp training.

• In cases where performance on individual corruptions deterio-
rates, increasing the corruption intensity ε at training time or com-
bining or sequencing multiple corruptions further worsens perfor-
mance.

• TA, RA and AM show significant robustness improvements
against all real-world corruptions.

• Combining TA, RA and AM with L0-norm corruption training
further improves robustness against pixel-wise corruptions while
not significantly degrading any other real-world robustness types.



• Other additional training time corruptions such as C1C1 or C1C2
combined with TA have a degrading effect on performance against
multiple real-world corruptions as described above.

Transferability of Robustness across Lp-norms We further
visualize the individual error rates of all models trained on a single
corruption on all Lp-norm corruption types. This provides insight
into which Lp-norm corruption type at training time generates ro-
bustness to which Lp-norm corruption type at test time.

Figure 5 shows the normalized accuracy of models trained and
tested on Lp-norm corruptions of various p . It shows that L0 cor-
ruptions at training time help the model to achieve robustness to all
types of Lp-norm corruptions, slightly reduced for L∞ corruptions.
At the same time, no other training time Lp-norm corruptions except
L0 itself help with effectively achieving robustness to L0-norm cor-
ruption. Except for L0-normal corruption, a model trained on one p
does not show particularly high robustness against this or any other
p.

5 Discussion

Transferability of Robustness across Lp-norms Given the lim-
ited transferability of robustness between different types of corrup-
tion known from the literature and the differences in volume factors
for different Lp-norm spheres (Table 1), we expected models trained
on specific Lp-norm corruptions to achieve high robustness against
that type of corruption and lower robustness against less similar Lp-
norm corruptions. However, we found that only training on L0-norm
corruptions transferred into good robustness against allLp-norm cor-
ruptions. Any other attempt at Lp corruption training transferred into
robustness against all Lp-norms outside L0, no matter how similar
the p between training and test corruptions.

We investigate this unintuitive behaviour by setting up an exper-
iment to evaluate the coverage and overlap of the volumes of two
different Lp-norm spheres of identical dimensionality to CIFAR-10
and certain size ε. We estimate the volumes by drawing 1000 samples
from inside the respective norm sphere. Figure 6 shows 6 sub-plots
for 6 different Lp-norms, with their ε being varied along the x-axis.
The blue plots indicate how many samples from this first Lp-norm
sphere are also part of a second L2-norm sphere with ε = 4. Sim-
ilarly, the orange plots show how many samples from the second
L2-norm sphere are also part of the first norm sphere.

It can be seen from Figure 6, that random L0 corruptions are a
special case in that their covered volume overlaps with an L2-norm
only for extreme ε. There is a large interval of L0 − ε-values, where
the majority of its samples are not part of the L2-norm sphere of size
ε = 4 and samples from this L2-norm sphere are not part of the
L0-norm sphere either. In a slightly weaker form, this also applies
to random L∞-norm corruptions. This implies that when comparing
L2-norms with L0-norms or L∞-norms, there is a large range of
ε-value combinations of both norms, where the two norm spheres
predominantly cover different regions of the input space. However,
when comparing other Lp-norms besides of L0 and L∞ with L2, as
has been done in the second row of Figure 6, a different result can be
observed. One of the norm spheres predominantly overlaps the other
in volume for the major range of ε-values.

The observations from Figure 6 explain, from a coverage perspec-
tive, why corruption robustness seems to transfer between different
Lp-norms outside of L0 as shown in Figure 5. However, Figure 6
does not explain why corruption robustness seems to transfer be-
tween the L∞- norm and other Lp-norms according to Figure 5. For
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Figure 5. Normalized robust accuracy of models trained and tested on var-
ious Lp-norm corruptions. Accuracy of multiple epsilons is averaged for the
same p. Accuracy is normalized along the "Train p-norm" axis by setting
norming the best models accuracy to 100% in order to visualize relative per-
formance on specific test-time corruptions.

robustness testing, the L∞-norm corruptions seem to be a specific
corner case from a coverage perspective, as its distribution differs
from real-world corruptions and relatively rarely overlaps with other
Lp-norm distributions. The L∞-norms also seem to be particularly
useful in defining imperceptible corruptions for image data, since it
limits the maximum color change in any single pixel. We therefore
emphasize its importance even though our experiments do not show
a corner-case behavior of L∞-norm corruptions.

Based on both Figures 5 and 6, we conclude that it may make
little difference to train and test on a variety of random Lp-norm
corruptions with 0 < p <∞.

This is especially true when the ε-values of a set of various Lp-
norm corruptions are not based on real-world observations, but are
arbitrarily chosen, like the set of corruptions that themCELp -metric
is composed of. Differences in robustness between the corruptions
with 0 < p <∞ are then primarily due to the relative severity of the
arbitrarily chosen ε-values for each p, not to differences in the type of
corruption. Averaging robustness over differentLp-norm corruptions
in this case is similar to simply averaging over different ε-values and
therefore adds little value.

Imperceptible Corruptions For the iCE-metric, ε-values were
chosen based on the motivation that various corruptions may imper-
ceptibly small. Imperceptibility is likely to behave differently for
different p, so averaging robustness over multiple p adds value to
the iCE-metric. We emphasize again that this study is not suited to
testing a representative, comprehensive and reliable set of corrup-
tions that are imperceptible. Nevertheless, we find an iCE-value and
therefore a relative error rate increase of nearly to 10% due to random
imperceptible corruptions significant (see 4). This is especially true
since iCE is equally high for the state-of-the-art data augmentation
methods RA and TA. We recommend that the set of imperceptible
corruptions be further developed for various computer vision appli-
cations and that a metric such as iCE be evaluated as a minimum
requirement for corruption robustness.

Promising Data Augmentation Strategies For all models
shown in Table 4, L0-norm training data augmentation has a positive
effect on robustness metrics while maintaining or improving Eclean.
The performance degradation on some specific real-world corrup-
tions as presented in Section 4 is less for L0-norm training compared
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Figure 6. The frequency of 1000 samples drawn from inside a first CIFAR-10-dimensional Lp-norm sphere also being part of a second L2-norm sphere of
ε = 4 (blue plot), as well as the frequency of 1000 samples drawn from inside the second norm sphere also being part of the first norm sphere (orange plot).

with other Lp-norm training. For TA in particular, the additional L0-
norm corruption training greatly boosts the mCELp value. This is
particularly valuable since for all training strategies shown in Table 4
except TA,mCELp is improved more thanmCE. At the same time,
there are no drawbacks regarding robustness to any type of real-world
corruption for TA+L0 training. Overall, L0-norm corruption training
seems to be a highly recommendable augmentation strategy.

One possible explanation for the effectiveness of L0-norm data
augmentation is that it essentially represents random zeros or ones in
one dimension of the input. This effect is comparable to dropout in
the the input layer of the network, a method that has been shown to
be very effective in regularizing neural networks [28].

As tested with the C1C2 model, applying multiple corruption in
sequence to individual images did not yield significant improve-
ments. With the C2C1 model, we tested the strategy of selecting
one random corruption from a particularly wide range of Lp-norm
corruptions. This strategy was reported to be surprisingly effective
for the TA method, using mostly real-world or geometric transfor-
mations, in [24]. C2C1 outperformed its counterpart C1C1, which
features a smaller range of corruptions, in terms of corruption ro-
bustness while about maintaining accuracy. Thus, we observe the
positive effect reported for TA, but the dimension of performance
increase is not quite as large. The positive effect may also be solely
attributable to the small ε values of many of the 18 corruptions used
for C2C1, see Table 3. One possible explanation that the wide range
ofLp-norm training corruptions was not as effective as expected may
be the limited differences of the Lp-norm speheres in volume as de-
scribed above. This may limits the regularizing training effect of sim-
ply combining many of such corruptions. Nevertheless, for achiev-
ing the highest corruption robustness levels, training on a very broad
range of Lp-norm corruptions in addition appears to be effective.

In the future, we plan to verify our experimental findings by con-
ducting experiments with additional model architectures such as vi-
sion transformers, additional datasets such as Imagenet and possibly
additional tasks such as object recognition or image segmentation.

6 Conclusion

Robustness training and evaluation with random Lp-norm corrup-
tions is underrepresented in the literature. We trained and tested im-
age classifiers on CIFAR-10 with random Lp-norm data augmenta-
tion. The results show that training data augmentation with L0-norm
corruptions increases robustness against real-world corruptions and
Lp-norm corruptions while maintaining or slightly improving clas-
sifier accuracy. This result even holds on top of state-of-the-art data
augmentation strategies. Our results indicate that robustness against
L0-norm corruptions is only effectively achieved by training on L0-
norm corruptions. In contrast, robustness against any Lp-norm cor-
ruption other than L0 can be achieved by training on any Lp-norm
corruption. We discuss the reason for this result by showing that Lp-
norm spheres outside L0 and L∞ often overlap in volume. We con-
clude that it may not add much value to train or test on several ar-
bitrary p outside L0 and L∞. Our results show that several models
are negatively affected by quasi-imperceptible random corruptions.
Therefore, we emphasize the need to evaluate performance on such
imperceptible corruptions and propose the corresponding impercep-
tible corruption error metric. In the future, we plan to further inves-
tigate testing with imperceptible corruptions and training data aug-
mentation for robustness improvement by utilizing a broader set of
models and datasets.
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